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PREFACE
Perhaps the most difficult problem in the design of
microwave transmission systems is that of maintaining a low
voltage standing wave ratio over wide freq.uency bandwidths.
The solution of this problem becomes more and more critical
as the power levels at which such systems operate are in-
creased, due largely to the adverse effects of the reflect-
ed power on the microwave generator^
The availability of a reliable and practical automatic
impedance matching system would reduce the difficulty of
solving this design problem significantly by increasing the
maximum allowable voltage standing wave ratio of each com-
ponent of the transmission system.
This paper presents q^ualitative and mathematical anal-
yses of an automatic impedance matching system which is fund-
amentally unrestricted in power level and is capable of
matching values of load voltage standing wave ratio much
larger than are usually encountered in microwave transmis-
sion systems. The system proposed and analysed is inher-
ently adaptable to any type of microwave or ultra-high-fre-
quency transmission system and is specifically not restrict-
ed to use in waveguide systems, although the system which
has been constructed and tested is a waveguide system.
In addition, this paper presents experimental evidence
in support of the analyses and, briefly, the development of
il

an automatic impedance matching system for use in a waveguide
transmission system operating at X-band freq.uenoie8.
The experimental work preceeding the preparation of
this paper and the development of the X-band impedance match-
ing system, which is known as the Susceptance Probe Tuner,
were done in the Research Laboratory of the Dalmo Victor
Company, San Carlos, California, during the author's indust-
rial experience tour of 3 January 1955 to 18 March 1955, The
author is particularly indebted to ¥t» Glenn A, Walters, Di-
rector of the Dalmo Victor Research Laboratory, and to Mr.
Robert R. Johnson, head of the Research Laboratory Circuit
Design Section, for their interest and assistance in the de-
velopment of the Susceptance Probe Tuner. The assistance
and cooperation of the personnel of the Dalmo Victor Research
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5TABLE OF SYT.'BOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
(Listed in the order of their appearance in the text)
VSV/R Voltage standing wave ratio
j3 The imaginary part of the complex propagation con-
stant, radians per unit physical length
Physical length
pji Electrical length
M The position of match on the transmission line
"b^^ The match value of the stub susceptance, normalized
units
y- The admittance of the load on the transmission line,
normalized units
X Wavelength along the treinsmission line
u^rn The angular modulation freq.uency, radians per second
t The time variable
IT The complex propagation constant
|3Ji The average electrical distance from the load to
the stub, positive when measured in the direction
from the load to the generator; the time-average
value of ^^
A^il The amplitude of position modulation
b_ The instantaneous value of stub susceptance, norm-
alized units
F^ The average value of stub susceptance, time-




AD The amplitude of susoeptance modulation
K^ Th® complex load reflection coefficient
j The imaginary operator
yjL The admittance seen looking into the transmission
line toward the load at the stub position, not in-
cluding the stub susceptance; the line admittance;
normalized units
K The magnitude of a reflection coefficient
g-i The conductance component of the line admittance,
normalized units
y^ The total input admittance at the stub position;
the s\im of the line admittance and the stub sus-
ceptance; normalized units
b. The susceptance component of the line admittance;
normalized units
Kl The magnitude of the load reflection coefficient
IT" The complex reflection coefficient at the position
a
of a voltage minimum on the transmission line
y The admittance of the matching stub, normalized
units
^Jt, The electrical distance from the load to the pos-
ition of a voltage minimum
-^ The electrical distance from the position of the
voltage minimum to the position of the matching
stub
(P, The phase angle of the load reflection coefficient

Ya The input admittance of the transmission line at
the position of a voltage minimum, looking toward
the load; normalized units
y^ The input admittance of the transmission line at
an arbitrary position an electrical distance from
the position of a voltage minimum; normalized units
ITT The "total reflection coefficient''; the complex
reflection coefficient at the position of the match-
ing stub
K. The magnitude of the total reflection coefficient
-& The average electrical distance O from the position
of a voltage minimum on the transmission line to
the stub position; the time-average value of "^
^i"^ The amplitude of position modulation, eq.ual to ^^p-*
K^ The magnitude of the total reflection coefficient
vrtien the stub position and susceptance have met
the conditions for a match
K-tQ The non time varying component of the total reflec-
tion coefficient
K^^ The time varying component of the total reflection
coefficient which varies at the modulation frequen-
cy
K^ The time varying component of the total reflection
coefficient which varies at twice the modulation
freq.uency
db Decibel; equal in magnitude to twenty times the
ll







1* Definition of the term "match"
•
The term "match" has been used in two different senses,
both applicable to systems including transmission lines; and
it is necessary to differentiate between these two senses
and to define the type of match to be effected by the auto-
matic system.
In one sense, the term "match" is associated with a
transmission line so terminated that no reflection takes
place at the termination; this req.uires that the admittance
of the termination be equal to the characteristic admittance
of the transmission line. This condition might better be
described by the use of the term "equal match".
In a different sense, the term "match" is associated
with maximum transfer of power from a generator to the ad-
mittance at the generator terminals; this requires that the
admittance seen at the generator terminals be the complex
conjugate of the internal admittance of the generator. This
condition might better be described by the use of the term
"conjugate match"©
In a system utilizing transmission lines which are an
appreciable part of a wavelength long, it is desirable that
there be no standing waves on the transmission line; that is,
that there be no reflection at the terminating admittance.
Such a condition insures that all the power being transmit-

ted by the transmission line is delivered to the load and
also insures that the voltage across the transmission line
will. not approach the breakdown value at any point along the
line (unless, of course, the input power level is too high).
Thus it is apparent that at the termination of the transmis-
sion line, an "eq.ual match" is desired, since only this type
of match will eliminate reflection at the terminating admit-
tance.
On the other hand, at the input terminals of the trans-
mission line (which are the output terminals of the generator),
maximum transfer of power from the generator to the trans-
mission line is desired. At the input terminals, then, the
"conjugate match" is desired.
If the transmission line is lossless, its characteristic
admittance is real, and the two senses of the term "match?
become identical, since the conjugate of a real number is
identically eq.ual to the number itself. Thus in a system
in which the transmission line is assumed to be lossless,
both the terminating admittance and the internal admittance
of the generator should be eq.ual to the characteristic admit-
tance of the transmission line. It is the usual practice to
consider the transmission line lossless for purposes of de-
sign. The loss may then be taken into consideration after
design of the system; that is, the loss of the transmission
line is considered to be important only in its effect on the
attenuation of the signal, and not in its effect on the char-
2

acteristic admittance of the line.
Most microwave generators have included in the body of
the generator a matching transformer, such as the matching
iris used in a magnetron, to provide the required transform-
ation from the internal admittance of the generator to the
characteristic admittance of the transmission line. It is
then the p\irpose of the designer of the transmission system
to provide the "eq.ual match" at the termination of the trans-
mission line.
It is apparent then that if the automatic matching device
is to be used to match the load to the transmission line; that
is, to eliminate standing waves on the transmission line, the
device is concerned with the "eciual match" defined above. The
function of the automatic impedance matching system is to pro-
vide an admittance equal to the characteristic admittance of
the transmission line at some point between the load admit-
tance and the generator,
2, The need for an automatic matching system.
It is generally desirable that a generator of micro-
wave signals operate into a matched load. This is particu-
larly true of the magnetrons which are used in most of the
present day moderate and high powered systems. The magnetron
is characterized by high sensitivity to changes in load ad-
mittance. Small variations in load admittance may result in
significant changes in frequency of oscillation and may cause
instability in some ranges of load admittance. Indeed, the

importance of the Relke diagram and the necessity for its
use in microwave design are due to this sensitivity of the
magnetron to variations in load admittance. The effects of
variation in load admittance can be eliminated, however, by
providing a matching device in the transmission system to
transform the admittance seen at that point in the trans-
mission system to the charaoteristio admittance of the trans-
mission line. If this device were able to follow the var-
iations of load admittance caused by rotating devices, etc.,
the magnetron would always see as its terminating admittance
the characteristic admittance of the transmission line.
In moderate and high powered systems using magnetron os-
cillators there is a more serious result of an unmatched load:
The power reflected from the load to the magnetron may cause
burnout of such components as matching irises, thus leading
to failure of the entire system. Again, the provision for an
automatic eq.ual match would eliminate this cause of failure
by eliminating the reflected power.
In many applications the ability to change rapidly the
frequency of operation of a system would be desirable. But
while tunable magnetrons are available, changing the frequen-
cy of the system by a significant amount usually also entails
retuning (manually) many other components in the system in
order to maintain the voltage standing wave ratio (VS\VR) with-
in allowable limits, since many of the components in the trans-
mission system are frequency sensitive. Among these frequen-

cy sensitive components are rotating joints, ohoke joints, and
the radiating element which constitutes the terminating load.
The bandwldths over which these components have an acceptably
low VSWR are sometimes q.uite narrow, and may be increased
only by costly and time-consuming development. Again the
use of an automatic matching device would permit relatively
large changes in the frequency of operation, since the values
of VSWR Introduced by the frecLuency sensitive components would
be "matched out" by the matching device.
Thus it is apparent that the incorporation of an auto-
matic matching system would ease the design reciuirements of
many components, facilitate rapid frequency changes of relat-
ively large magnitude, provide more stable frequency of oscil-
lation and power output from the magnetron, and protect the
magnetron from excessive amounts of reflected power; and would
therefore provide more efficient operation of the entire sys-
tem.
3. Desirable matching system characteristics.
The requirements which an automatic matching system
should meet are
:
(a) Provide a very low VSWR even when the load reflec-
tion coefficient is moderately high, say 0.6, correspond
ing to a load VSWR of 4.0.
(b) Operate with sufficient speed to follow such load
variations as are introduced by rotating joints in a
search radar.

(c) Cause little attenuation in the desired transmis-
sion direction; that is, have low loss,
(d) Maintain the above characteristics over a relative-
ly broad freq.uency band.
4. Selection of a general type of matching device.
Several manually operated matching devices are in use,
both in operating systems and in the laboratory. These in-
clude:
(a) Single movable shunt susceptance,
(b) double fixed position shunt susceptances, and
(c) triple fixed position shunt' susceptances.
These devices may also be made up in series form, although
this is usually not the case due to the difficulty of ad-
justment of the series forms. In different types of trans-
mission lines these devices take different forms. For ex-
ample, in parallel wire transmission lines, these types may
be made up of one or more stubs vidth either open or short
circuit terminations; in waveguide, they may be made up of
one or more capacitive or inductive screws, or one or more
short circuited E-plane or H-plane shunt arms.
An ideal single movable shunt susceptance is capable
of matching any load. The req.uired adjustments are tvvTD: The
electrical position of the shunt and the value of the shunt
susceptance. It is frec^uency sensitive in that the required
physical position to match a given load changes as the frequency
changes. The value of susceptance required to match a given

load is not frequency sensitive, although the method used
to obtain this value of susc^ptanoe normally introduces
freq.uency sensitivity. For example, the parallel wire trans-
mission line shunt stu^, in which the length of stub which
produces a given value of susceptance is a function of the
frequency of operation.
The double fixed position shunt susceptances are capable
of matching only a certain range of values of load admittance,
this range of values being determined by the electrical spac-
ing of the two shunts • The two required adjustments are the
values of the two shunt susceptances. The range of admittances
which can be matched is a function of frequency, since the
electrical separation of the two shunts is a function of freq-
uency; and the device is also frequency sensitive in the same
manner as the single shunt susceptance with respect to the val-
ues of susceptances required to match a given load at different
frequencies.
An ideal triple shunt susceptance is capable of match-
ing any load, but three adjustments are required: The values
of the three shunt susceptances. These adjustments are inter-
related to a degree which makes even manual adjustment dif-
ficult.
In view of the characteristics of the basic types of
matching devices, the single movable shunt susceptance seems
most easily adapted to an automatic matching system, because
it is capable of matching any load and requires only two ad-

Justments, In a parallel wire transmission line this type
takes the fonn of a single movable shunt stub of variable
length with either an open or a short circuit termination.
Since a true open circuit termination is impossible to ac]iieve,
the short circuit termination is normally used. Adjustment
of the length of this stub by varying the position of the
short adjusts the value of the susceptance. In waveguide
transmission systems, this type usually takes the form of
a capacitive or inductive probe of variable position and
depth of penetration into the waveguide; but may also take
the form of a short circuited E-plane or H-plane shunt arm
of variable length and variable electrical position. In
the case of the shunt arms, the position is usually varied






THE SCHEIE OF OPERATION
1. The admittance characteristics of a transmission line.
The input admittance of a transmission line of arbitrary
length and terminated in an arbitrary value of load admittance
depends on the electrical length of line between the input
and the termination and on the value of the terminating ad-
mittance, and is periodic; that is, admittance values are re-
peated each half wavelength along the line. If the termin-
ating admittance is eq.ual to the characteristic admittance
of the line, the input admittance of the line is eq.ual to
the characteristic admittance of the line and is independent
of the length of the line, there is no reflection from the
termination, and there is no standing wave on the line. If
the terminating admittance is not eq.ual to the characteristic
admittance of the line there is a reflection at the termin-
ation, a standing v/ave exists on the line, and the input ad-
mittance is dependent on the length of the line and the value
of the terminating admittance. This latter case is the mis-
matched case with which the matching system must deal.
Within each half wavelength along the mismatched line
there are two points at which the input conductance is eq.ual
to the conductance component of the characteristic admittance
of the line. It will be assumed that the transmission line
is lossless. Therefore, the characteristic admittance of the

line is real, and at the aforementioned points the input con-
ductance of the line is eq.ual to the characteristic admittance
of the line. At these points the magnitude of the input sus-
ceptance depends on the magnitude of the load reflection
coefficient, and is positive at one of the points and nega-
tive at the other. If at either of these points a susceptance
eq.ual in magnitude and opposite in sign to the input suscep-
tance of the line is placed in parallel with the line, the
total input admittance at this point becomes equal to the
characteristic admittance of the line and no reflection will
take place at this point. Then the line is matched at this
point and there will be no standing wave along the line at
distances from the load greater than that at which the shunt
susceptance has been placed, although a standing wave still
exists between the shunt susceptance and the load.
As described above, there are two points within each
half wavelength of the mismatched line at which a match may-
be attained. At one of these points a positive shunt sus-
ceptance will be req.uired, and at the other, a negative
shunt susceptance will be required. Since a match may be
attained at either of these two points, the device used to
provide the shunt susceptance need not be capable of all
values of susceptance, but rather either all positive values
of susceptance or all negative values of susceptance. It
will be shown later that in the practical case where the
magnitude of the load reflection coefficient may be somewhat
10

restricted in an actual system^ the normalized magnitude of
the shunt susceptance will range from zero to, aay, two.
Normalized admittances will be used throughout this paper
for simplicity,
2. The single movable shunt susceptance tuner
#
In Chapter I , the single movable shunt susceptance was
chosen for use in the automatic matching system because of
its desirable characteristic of having only two required ad-
justments and its capability of matching any load. The ad-
mittance characteristics of this device should be more fully
examined.
If a section of lossless transmission line is terminated
in either an open circuit or a short circuit, the input ad-
mittance has the following characteristics:
(a) The conductance component is zero regardless of the
length of the section of line, and
(b) the susceptance component takes on all values of
susceptance from minus infinity to plus infinity and is
a function of the length of the section of line.
Since a true open circuit termination is impossible to
attain, the short circuit termination is usually used. Figure
1 shows the input susceptance, as a function of electrical
length of line, of a section of transmission line terminated
in a short circuit. The input conductance is alv^ys zero
since the line is assiimed to be lossless. The input suscep-
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might be taken as an infinite conductance), is negative for
lengths between zero and one quarter v/avelength, is zero at
a length of exactly one quarter wavelength, is positive for
lengths between one quarter wavelength and one half wavelength,
and is positive and infinite at a length of exactly one half
wavelength (this again might be taken as an infinite conduct-
ance). Thus as the electrical length is varied from zero to
one half wavelength, all values of susceptance are provided
at the input of the short circuited section of line.
3, Matching a line with the single shunt susceptance.
The following description of the use of the single shunt
susceptance tuner points out the method of determining the
stub position and the value of the stub susceptance.
The value of the terminating admittance is determined
by one of the several available methods of measurement. Then,
using a Smith Chart or other circle diagram, the electrical
positions on the transmission line at which the input con-
ductance is unity are determined. The magnitude of the input
susceptance is the same at each of these points, and is neg-
ative at one and positive at the other. If the point at which
the input susceptance is negative is chosen for the stub pos-
ition, then the stub susceptance must be positive and equal
in magnitude to the line input susceptance. The length of a
shorted stub which provides this value of shunt susceptance
may then be determined from a graph such as Figiire 1, or by
use of the Smith Chart. If the point at which the line input
13

susceptance is positive is chosen for the stub position, then
the stub susceptance must be negative and eq.ual in magnitude
to the line input susceptance.
The required position of the stub and the required value
of its susceptance may also be computed from admittance trans-
formation formulae derived in Chapter IV, but such computa-
tions are laborious.
If the magnitude of the reflected wave can be observed,
(perhaps by the use of a directional coupler and meter), the
stub position and length can be correctly set q.uite easily
by alternately adjusting the position and length of the stub
to successively minimize the magnitude of the reflected wave.
Although these adjustments are not independent, they are si-
multaneously convergent; that is, successive adjustment of
the position and length alternately will ultimately lead to
the matched condition; minimizing the reflected wave by mak-
ing one adjustment does not Introduce a false error indication
in the other adjustment. It is this simultaneous convergence
which makes the stub easily adapted to automatic operation,
4, The development of signals - introduction.
It was pointed out above that the stub might be correct-
ly positioned and adjusted in length by observing the mag-
nitude of the reflected wave. In making adjustments in this
manner, directional sense is provided by the meter and obs-
erver; that is, the observer makes an adjustment and observes
whether a reduction in the magnitude of the reflected wave
14

results. If a reduction takes place, the observer continues
the adjustment in the same direction until a minimum is
reached; if a reduction does not result, the observer reverses
the direction of adjustment and adjusts for a minimum. This
implies that the reflected v/ave may be used to {generate sig-
nals for use in servo loops controllinr; the position and
length of the stub. However, if the initial motions are to
be in the correct direction to provide a match, some means of
providing immediate directional sense must be included.
In the discussion of the manual adjustment of the tuner,
it vreis pointed out that a directional coupler and meter can
be used to adjust the tuner to natch by observing the magni-
tude of the reflected wave. The magnitude of the reflected
wave is simply its amplitude and is detected by some sort of
rectifying device such as a crystal detector. Since the am-
plitude of the reflected wave plays an essential role in the
manual adjustment of the tuner, it seems desirable to examine
the variations which take place in the amplitude of the re-
flected wave as the stub is adjusted from the position of
match to positions of mismatch on either side of the position
of match; and as the stub susceptance is adjusted from the
value of match to values greater than, and less than, the
value of match. If this is done in a qualitative manner,
the variations which take place are intuitively apparent.
Consider the system shown in Figure 2, consisting of
a transmission line, a load admittance not equal to the char-
15

acteristlc admittance of the transmission line, and a single
movable tuning stub. The position of match is designated by





5, The development of position signals.
Consider, as the first case, that the stub is at the
position of match and that the stub susceptance has the value
of match; and examine the effects of the position of the stub.
Under the conditions specified above, the amplitude of the
reflected v;ave is zero, since the conditions for a match at
the stub position are met. If the stub is moved a short dis-
tance in either direction from the position of match, the am-
plitude of the reflected wave will increase. If the stub is
moved alternately a short distance, say 0,05X, (where X is the
wavelength along the transmission line) to either side of the
position of match vd.th simple harmonic motion of angular
frequency 6Jjj^, the reflected wave will be amplitude modulated
at an angular freq.uency 2ujj^, passing through zero each time
16

the stub passes through the position of match, and reaching
a maxiinuin amplitude at the maxinnim excursions of the stub
from the position of match. The resulting variation in am-
plitude of the reflected wave as a function of tu t (where t
m
represents time) is shown in Figure 3, It is assumed that
the stub starts from the position of match and moves initial-
ly toward the load. The exact shape of the waveform of Fig-
ure 3 is not yet determined; it is assumed to be a rectified
sine wave.
As the second case, consider that the stub susceptance
still has the value of match, but that the stub position is
a short distance toward the load from the position of match.
Assume that the stub position is that of point A in Figure
2, O.lOXfrom the position of match tov/ard the load. Under
these conditions the amplitude of the reflected wave is not
zero. If the stub is moved away from the position of match;
that is, toward the load, the amplitude of the reflected
wave is increased. If the stub is moved toward the position
of match; that is, toward the generator, the amplitude of
the reflected wave is decreased. If the stub is moved alter-
nately toward the load and toward the generator with sir.ple
harmonic motion about point A with angular frequency to^j^, and
again with maximum excursion of 0,05X, the resulting varia-
tion in the amplitude of the reflected wave will be as shown
in Figure 4» Note that in this case the stub starts from
point A of Figure 2, and again moves initially toward the
17

Amplitude Variations of the Reflected Wave
Due to Position I'odulation
iir aJ^t
Figure 3 Match Conditions
Figure 4 Match Susceptance; Stub Position Toward Load
Zir ^rr)t
Figure 5
Match Susceptance; Stub Position Toward Generator
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load. The exact shape of the v/aveform of Figure 4 has not
yet been determined; it is assumed to be sinusoidal.
As the third case, consider that the stub susceptance
again has the value of match, but that the stub position
is a short distance toward the generator from the position
of match. Assume that the stub position is that of point
B in Figure 2, O.IOX from the position of match toward the
generator. Under these conditions the amplitude of the re-
flected wave is again not zero. If the stub is moved toward
the position of match; that is, toward the load, the ampli-
tude of the reflected wave is decreased. If the stub is
moved av;ay from the position of match; that is, to^vard the
generator, the amplitude of the reflected wave is increased.
If the stub is moved alternately toward the load and tovraird
the generator with simple harmonic motion about point B with
angular frequency (a^j^, and again with maximum excursion of
O.OSA. , the resulting variation in the amplitude of the re-
flected wave will be as shown in Figure 5. Note that in this
case the stub starts from point B of Figure 2, and again
moves initially tov-'ard the load. The exact shape of the
waveform of Figure 5 has not yet been determined; it is as-
sumed to be sinusoidal.
Now examine the v/aveforms of Figures 3, 4, and 5. Note
that in each case the initial motion of the stub has been
toward the load, and in each case the angular frequency of
the simple harmonic motion of the stub has been U)^, which
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will be termed the modulation frequency. Note that when the
initial position of the stub is on the load side of the match
position (point A of Figure 2) the variation of the amplitude
of the reflected v/ave is a sine wave of angular frequency tO
and zero phase angle (Figure 4), Note that when the initial
position of the stub is on the generator side of the match
position (point B of Figure 2) the variation of the amplitude
of the reflected wave is a sine wave of angular frequency COj^
and 180 degree phase angle (Figure 5), Note that v/hen the
initial position of the stub is the match position (point IT
of Figure 2) the variation of the amplitude of the reflected
wave occurs not at the modulation frequency, U) , but at twice
the modulation frequency (Figure 3),
Now if the stub position can be continuously varied vdth
simple harmonic motion at the modulation frequency, it is ap-
parent that the reflected wave will be continuously amplitude
modulated. The signal represented by this amplitude modula-
tion of the reflected v;ave is zero v;hen the stub is at the
match position (that is, there is no modulation of the reflect-
ed v;ave at the modulation frequency), and reverses phase when
the stub passes through the position of match. Therefore,
modulating the position of the stub will generate a signal
which contains directional sense and v*iich becomes zero when
the stub is at the position of match. To move the stub to
the position of match it is only necessary to apply this sig-
nal to an appropriate servo loop controlling the position of
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the stub. It should be noted that at the position of match
the amplitude of the reflected v/ave has an average value.
This indicates that a perfect natch cannot be obtained by
this method; however, this does not destroy the usefulness
of the method since the automatic matching device is not re-
quired to provide a perfect match, but rather to provide an
acceptable value of VSV/R, It will be shown later that this
average value of the reflected v/ave can be made quite small,
corresponding to a YS'\IR of about 1.05,
6, The development of susceptance signals.
Now apply the same method of qualitative examination to
the value of the stub susceptance. As the first case, con-
sider that the stub susceptance has the value of match and
that the stub is at the position of match, and examine the
effect of variations in stub susceptance on the amplitude of
the reflected v/ave. Under the conditions specified above,
the amplitude of the reflected wave is zero, since the con-
ditions for a match at the stub position are met. If the
stub susceptance is either increased or decreased from the
match value, the amplitude of the reflected v;ave will be in-
creased. If the stub susceptance is alternately increased
and decreased a small amount, say 0,05 (normalized), from the
match value v/ith si-^.ple harmonic variation at the modulation
frequency, to jj^, the reflected wave will be amplitude modulated
at twice the modulation frequency, passing through zero each
time the stub susceptance passes through the match value, and
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reaching a maziraum araplitude at the maximum excursions of the
stub susceptance from the match value. The resulting varia-
tion in the amplitude of the reflected -wave as a function of
^t is shown in Figure 6, It is assumed that the stub sus-
ceptance starts at the match value and initially increases.
The exact shape of the v/aveform of Figure 6 is not yet deter-
mined; it is assumed to be a rectified sine v/ave»
As the second case, consider that the stub is still at
the position of match, but that the stub susceptance is great-
er than the match value. Under these conditions the amplitude
of the reflected wave is not zero. If the stub susceptance
is increased, the amplitude of the reflected v/ave is increas-
ed. If the stub susceptance is decreased, the amplitude of
the reflected wave is decreased. If the stub susceptance is
alternately increased and decreased v;ith simple harmonic var-
iation at the modulation frequency about the initial value
with the same maximum, excursion as in case one above, the var-
iation in amplitude of the reflected wave v/ill be as shown in
Figure 7, The exact shape of the waveform of Figure 7 is not
yet determined; it is assumed to be sinusoidal.
As the third case, consider that the stub is still at
the position of match, but that the stub susceptance is less
than the match value. Under these conditions the amplitude
of the reflected wave is again not zero. If the stub suscep-
tance is increased, the amplitude of the reflected wave is
decreased. If the stub susceptance is decreased, the ampli-
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Amplitude Variations of the Reflected Wave
Due to Susceptance I'odulatlon
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Stub Susceptance Greater Than I'atch Value; I'atch Position
^t
Figure 8
Stub Susceptance Less Than Fatch Value; I'atch Position
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tude of the reflected v;ave is increased. If the stub suscep-
tance is alternately increased and decreased with sinple har-
monic variation at the modulation freq.uency about the initial
value with the same maximum excursion as in cases one and two
above, the variation in amplitude of the reflected wave will
be as shov-Ti in Figure 8, The exact shape of the waveform of
Figure 8 is not yet determined; it is assumed to be sinusoid-
al.
Now exEunine the waveforms of Figures 6, 7, and 8. Note
that in each case the initial variation in stub susceptance
has been toward larger values, and in each case the an^-jular
frequency of the simple harmonic variation of stub susceptance
has been oJ
, the modulation freq.uency. Note that when the
initial value of stub susceptance is greater than the match
value, the variation of the amplitude of the reflected wave
is a sine v/ave of angular freq.uency (^j^ and zero phase angle
(Figure 7). Note that v;hen the initial value of stub sus-
ceptance is less than the match value, the variation of the
amplitude of the reflected wave is a sine wave of angular
freq.uency a)_ and 180 degrees phase angle (Figure 8). Note
that v/hen the initial value of stub susceptance is equal to
the match value, the variation of the amplitude of the re-
flected v/ave occurs not at the modulation freq.uency, but at
twice the modulation frequency (Figure 6)»
Now if the stub susceptance can be continuously varied
vd-th simple harmonic variation at the modulation frequency,
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it is apparent that the reflected v/ave v/ill be continuously
amplitude modulated. The signal represented by this amplitude
modulation of the reflected \vave is zero v/'-en the stub sus-
ceptance is equal to the match value (that is, there is no
modulation of the reflected v/ave at the modulation freq.-
uency), and reverses phase v/hen the stub susceptance passes
through the match value. Therefore, modulatin^^ the value of
the stub susceptance will generate a signal v.hich contains
directional sense and which becomes zero when the stub sus-
ceptance is equal to the match value. The stub susceptance
may be modulated by modulating the length of the stub; and
if the amplitude of susceptance modulation is small, such
modulation will be very nearly linear. To obtain the match
value of stub susceptance it is only necessary to apply the
signal developed by the modulation of the stub susceptance
to an appropriate servo loop controlling the length, and
therefore the susceptance, of the stub. It should be noted
that at the match value of stub susceptance the amplitude of
the reflected v/ave has an average value. This again indicates
that a perfect match cannot be obtained by this method; how-
ever this does not destroy the usefulness of the method for
the reasons v/hich were pointed out in the discussion of the
position modulation.
7. Position and susceptance modulation considerations.
A system of amplitude modulation of the reflected wave
to provide signals containing: directional sense has been pro-
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posed by VJalters [l4] and investigated by Red [ll]. The pro-
posed system generates the position and susceptance sir:nals
in a manner similar to, but not identical v/ith, the method
discussed above in sections 5 and 6.
The methods discussed in sections 5 and 6 consist es-
sentially of sinusoidally varying the position of the stub
through a small amplitude to achieve an amplitude modulation
of the reflected wave containing directional sense, and sin-
usoidally varying the length of the stub through a small am-
plitude to achieve susceptance modulation which results in
a second amplitude modulation of the reflected v/ave contain-
ing directional sense. If these signals or modulation com-
ponents of the reflected wave are to be used to adjust the
position and length of the stub they must be separable in
some manner in order to be applied to the two req.uired servo
loops. Two simple methods of providing this separability
are available
:
(a) The two modulations may be accomplished at differ-
ent frequencies and separated by filters in the servo
amplifiers, or
(b) the tv/o modulations may be at the same freq.uency,
but of different phases, and the signals separated by
phase sensitive detectors.
The latter method was proposed by Red [ll] , and v/as used in
the system described in Chapter V. The req^uired phase dif-
ference may be provided mechanically in the modulation drive
26

system; for optimum Isolation betv/een the two servo loops,
the phase difference should be 90 decrees. Each phase sensi-
tive detector will require a reference phase; these may be
provided by driving a two phase spin f^enerator from the mod-
ulation drive motor. In connection with the modulation
drive system, it should be pointed out that the position
modulation proposed does not necessarily imply mechanical
motion of the stub, since it is only necessary to vary the
electrical position of the stub on the line. In fact, in
the system discussed in Chapter V, the mechanical position
of the susceptance probe, which is analagous to the stub
here bein^ discussed, is not modulated; rather, the elec-
trical separation of probe and load is varied by the use
of a variable phase shifting device,
8, Detection of the reflected wave.
Any one of the usual microwave or ultra-high freq-
uency rectifying detectors may be used to detect the reflect-
ed wave and thus extract the signals contained in the mod-
ulation of the reflected wave. The type of detector used
will of course affect the waveform provided at the output
terminals, but due to the presence of the average amplitude
of the reflected wave, even the use of a square law detector,
such as a crystal, will not result in the loss of the fund-
amental modulation frequency signals. In fact, in the math-
ematical analysis of Chapter IV, it will be assumed that a
square law detector is used, since this assumption results
27

in a considerable simpllfioation of the analysis. It shoTild
be noted here that a square law detector, a silicon crystal
diode, v/as actually used in the system presented in Chapter V,
9. The complete system in general terms,
A (qualitative discussion of the entire system has now
been presented, and it is possible to lay out a general plan
for the entire system. The elements of the system are the
modulation drive system and reference phase generator, the
detector, a preamplifier, two phase sensitive rectifiers to
separate the two signals, a power amplifier associated with
each servo loop, and the position and susceptance drive mech-
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A QUALITATIVE A1TALY3IS OF TIIE
POSITION .YND SUSCEPTAITCE roDULATIONS
!• Introduction*
In Chapter II an explanation of the methods v/hich may-
be used to generate position and susceptance signals has been
given. In this chapter > a qualitative analysis of the pos-
ition and susceptance modulations and their effect on the re-
flection coefficient at the stub position will be given. The
two modulations will be examined separately, as though they
were completely independent. An examination of the possibility
of cross-talk between the two modulations is included at the
end of the mathematical analysis of Chapter IV»
It will be assumed that the incident wave in the trans-
mission system is constant, so that the reflected wave is
directly proportional to the reflection coefficient at the
stub position. Thus an analysis of the variations in the mag-
nitude of the reflection coefficient yields directly the am-
plitude variations of the reflected v/ave. In the follov/ing
analysis the terms "an increase in reflection coefficient"
and "a decrease in reflection coefficient" will be used fre-
q.uently» These terms are here defined to mean an increase or
a decrease in the magnitude of the reflection coefficient at
the stub position,
2. Definitions of the position and susceptance modulations.
30

The position of the stub on the transmission line, In-
cludinc the effect of the position modulations, may now be de-
fined by
(35= p) -^ ^^P sinuy:. 3-1
A is the imacinary part of the complex propagation constant,
T» The units of p are radians or degrees per unit length.
(Since the transmission line is assumed to be lossless, the
real part of the complex propagation constant, the attenuation
per unit length, is zero). J? is physical length along the
transmission line; so that, in general, ^i is electrical
length along the transmission line. In equation 3-1, ^ is
the instantaneous electrical separation of the stub from the
load, and is defined as being positive when measured from the
load to the stub; that is, in the direction from the load to-
ward the generator. ^ is the average electrical distance
from the load to the stub, the time- average value of ^
.
^9^ is the amplitude of the position modulation. o^ is the
angular modulation frequency.
Similarly, the stub susceptance may be defined by
bg=: ^7 + AbcosUW;. 3-2
bg is the instantaeous value of stub susceptance in normal-
ized units. FJ is the average value of stub susceptance, the
time-average value of b . ^b is the amplitude of susceptance




It should be noted that the tv;o modulations are 90 degrees
out of phase at the modulation freq,uency, as v/as proposed in
Chapter II, EoLuation 3-2 involves an approximation: In Chap-
ter II it was proposed that the susceptance modulation be
achieved by modulating the length of the stub. It has been
assumed that if the amplitude of susceptance modulation is
small, the variation of susceptance v/ith variation in stub
length is very nearly linear. This is a good approximation
if the amplitude of susceptance modulation is 0.1 normal-
ized units or less, as may be seen by reference to Figure 1.
However, it is also apparent from Figure 1 that if a con-
stant amplitude of modulation of stub length is used, the
resulting amplitude of susceptance modulation v/ill be a func-
tion of the average value of stub susceptance. For the pre-
sent it will be assumed that the amplitude of susceptance
modulation is independent of the average value of stub sus-
ceptance. This may actually be achieved by placing tv/o stubs
on the transmission line at the same position: One stub to
provide the matching susceptance, the second to provide only
the susceptance modulation.
With the tv;o modulations defined, an example will be
used to shov: that the modulation of position and susceptance
each result in the generation of an amplitude modulation
of the reflection coefficient, and that these components
contain directional sense and become zero when the match pos-
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ition and match value of susceptance are reached. The exam-
ple will then be somev/hat generalized to point out the pro-
perties of the two modulations. In {general, changes in stub
position and stub susceptance change the value of the total
input admittance at the stub position, thus effecting a change
in the reflection coefficient. The variations in total input
admittance will be determined first, and then the effect of
the changes in total input admittance on the reflection coef-
ficient will be examined.
3, An example illustrating the use of the stub*
Consider the transmission line and shunt stub shown in
Figure 10, where ^ is the complex load reflection coefficient
and y^ is the load admittance in normalized units. The char-





y^ = 0,59 -4- JO.80
Figure 10
The transmission system used in the example.
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From the Smith Chart, Figure 11, the load VSV/R is read as
3.00, and the correct position for the stub for positive values
of stub susceptance is computed
where X is the wavelength alon^ the transmission line, and de-
pends on the freq.uency of operation and mode of propac^tion.
The correct value of susceptance is read as 1,17 from the inter-
section of the K - 0.50 circle and the Gi = 1»0 circle, v/here
K is the magnitude of the reflection coefficient rjid g, is the
conductance component of the input admittance of the transmis-
sion line at the stub position (not including the stub suscep-
tance )
.
As has been described, there are tv;o possible positions
of match. Only one of these need be considered if the re-
quirements of the system can be met by so doing. It will be
shown later that the matching system can be adjusted to seek
either match position, and that therefore only that match pos-
ition corresponding to positive values of stub susceptance
need be considered. Therefore, in what follov;s, it is assum-
ed that only positive values of stub susceptance are requir-
ed.
4. Position modulation; development of the position signal.
The effect of the position modulation is to cause the
input admittance of the transmission line at the stub posi-




Smith Chart Prosentation of the Example
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short arc of the K z 0»50 circle about some point on the
K r 0,50 circle corresponding to tlie value of ^jl , uo^N the
total input admittance at the stub position is the sum of the
input admittance of the transmission line at the stub posi-
tion (hereinafter called the line admittance) and the stub
susceptance, and is given by
yt = yi + ^^s» 3-4
where y^ is the total input admittance at the stub position,
and y. Is the line admittance and is the sum of the line con-
ductance, g^^, and the line susceptance, b]_.
There are four cases to be considered:
(a) The stub susceptance is zero,
(b) The stub susceptance is greater than zero but less
than the value required for match,
(c) The stub susceptance is equal to the value requir-
ed for match, and
(d) The stub susceptance is greater than the value re-
quired for a match.
Consider first case (a) above, the stub susceptance is
zero; then the position modulation causes the total input ad-
mittance to vary along a short arc of the circle of constant
reflection coefficient magnitude, K = 0,50, Since this var-
iation takes place along a circle of constant reflection co-
efficient magnitude it is apparent that when the stub suscep-
tance is zero, position modulation does not result in ampli-
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tude modulation of the reflection coefficient. This char-
acteristic vdll make it necessary to x^rovide a small value
of stub susceptance at all times in order to ensure that the
position modulation will at all times result in amplitude
modulation of the reflection coefficient. This req.uirem.ent
will not have an adverse effect on the operation of the sys-
tem and is easily met by providing the small continuous stub
susceptance In the auxiliary modulation stub.
Next consider case (b), the stub susceptance is greater
than zero, but less than the value req.uired for match. As
an exam.ple, assume that the stub susceptance is 0,20. The
position modulation will cause the total input admittance to
vary along a short arc of the curve labeled bg = 0,20 in Fig-
ure 11 about some point on the curve corresponding to the
value of pjl. Now a variation of the total input admittance
along the curve bg r 0,20 will result in amplitude modulation
of the reflection coefficient at the modulation frequency
except at those points at which the curve bg s 0,20 is tan-
gent to a circle of constant reflection coefficient magnitude.
In Figure 11 there are tvra such points marked a^ and b. At
either of these points, either an increases or a decrease in
6Ji will result in an increase in reflection coefficient; con-
sequently the position modulation v/ill result in amplitude
modulation of the reflection coefficient at a fundamental
frequency equal to tv/ice the modulation frequency when pjl has
the value corresponding to point a or to point b_; the signi-
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ficance of this fact is that there Is no amplitude modulation
of the reflection coefficient at the modulation frequency.
For reasons which will be pointed out below, point a will be
called a stable no-signal point, and point b will be called
an unstable no-signal point. The corresponding positions of
the stub will be called the stable no-signal position and the
unstable no-signal position. If ^ is greater than the value
corresponding to point a, but less than the value corres-
ponding to point b_, an increase in ^} will result in an in-
crease in the reflection coefficient, and a decrease in fijl
will result in a decrease in the reflection coefficient;
consequently the position modulation will result in amplitude
modulation of the reflection coefficient at the modulation
frequency and in phase with the position modulation. This
amplitude modulation of the reflection coefficient in phase
with the position modulation will be termed the positive
phase position signal. If p3i is less than the value corres-
ponding to point a_, but greater than the value corresponding
to point b^, an increase in pjl will result in a decrease in
the reflection coefficient, and a decrease in ^jl will result
in an increase in the reflection coefficient; so that the
position modulation results in amplitude modulation of the re-
flection coefficient at the modulation frequency but exactly
180 degrees out of phase with the position modulation. This
amplitude modulation will be termed the negative phase position
signal. The foregoing examination may be applied to each of
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the curves of constant value of stub susceptance less than the
match value; and in each case a point having the same charac-
teristics as point a may be found. The locus of these points,
termed the stable no-signal locus, is plotted in Figure 11,
where it is seen that as the stub susceptance approaches the
match value, this locus approaches the point 1 +- jO, the match
value of the total input admittance. Thus, as the stub sus-
ceptance approaches the match value, the stable no-signal
position of the stub, which results in amplitude modulation
of the reflection coefficient at twice the modulation fre-
q.uency, approaches the match position.
A similar locus of points having the same characteristics
as point b_ may be determined, and this locus is also plotted
in Figure 11, The significance of this locus will be ex-
plained below, ITiis locus of the unstable no-signal points
would also approach the match point if negative values of
stub susceptance were permitted.
Now consider the third case above; The stub susceptance
is eq.ual to the value required for match. From what has gone
before it is apparent that for this value of stub susceptance,
point a^ is located at the point 1 -h jO, For positions of the
stub other than the match position, the position modulation
will result in the generation of the positive and negative
phases of the position signal in exactly the same manner as
above; that is, the positive phase position signal will be
generated if Aji is greater than the match value, but less
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than the value correspondinf to point b^, and the ne{;^ative
phase position si^^nal will be Generated if pjl is less than
the match value, but (greater than the value corresponding
to point b^.
Lastly, consider the fourth case above: The stub suscep-
tance is p-reater than the value req^uired for a match. Assume
that the stub susceptance is 1.40, Referring to Figure 11
once more, it is seen that the curve b = 1,40, along which
the total input admittance varies as the stub position is
modulated, has an external tangency to a curve of constant
reflection coefficient magnitude at point a_* . At this point
the reflection coefficient will again be amplitude modulated
at twice the modulation frequency. If the value of ^ is
greater than that corresponding to point a* (but less than
the value corresponding to point b » ) » the positive phase
position signal will be generated by the position modulation;
if the value of ^J is less than that corresponding to point
£* (but greater than the value corresponding to point b_' )
»
the negative phase position signal v/ill be generated by the
position modulation; and therefore, point a' is also a stable
no-signal position. This examination may be applied to each
of the curves of constant value of stub susceptance greater
than the match value; and in each case a point having the
same characteristics as point a' may be found. The locus of
these points is an extension of the locus of stable no-signal
positions for values of stub susceptance less than the match
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value. Again it is seen that as the stub susceptance ap-
proaches the natch value, the stable no-signal positions ap-
proach the position of match.
It is now convenient to define the position si^^nal more
precisely; The position signal is the amplitude nodulation
of the reflection coefficient at the nodulation freq.uency due
to the position modulation of the stub. In view of this de-
finition, and considering the examination of the effects of
position modulation above, the following characteristics may
be summarized;
(a) V/hen ^jl is greater than the value corresponding
to the stable no-signal position but less than the value
corresponding to the unstable no-signal position, po-
sition modulation results in the generation of the po-
sitive phase position signal,
(b) V/hen ftj is less than the value corresponding to
the stable no-signal position but greater than the
value corresponding to the unstable no-signal position,
position nodulation results in the generation of the
negative phase , osition signal,
(c) V.Tien pi has the value corresponding to either the
stable or the unstable no-signal position, position modu-
lation results in no position signal.
Thus it is apparent that the jjosition modulation has
resulted in the generation of a position signal which becomes
zero when the stub is at the stable no-signal position (as
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well as v;hen the stub is at the unstable no-signal position),
and which contains directional sense with respect to the sta-
ble no-sicnal ,'osition; it has also been shov.-n that the stable
no-si(;pial position approaches the match position as the stub
susceptance approaches the natch value.
Now if the positive phase position signal is applied to
the positioning servo loop in such a manner as to drive the
stub tov;ard the load, the negative phase position signal ap-
plied in the same manner will drive the stub tov^ard the gener-
ator. The positive phase position signal is generated when
the stub must be driven tov/ard the load to reach the stable
no-signal position; the negative phase .position signal is
generated wlien the stub must be driven toward the generator
to reach the stable no-signal position. Therefore the appli-
cation of either phase of the position signal v;ill cause the
stub to be driven toward the stable no-signal position. V.Tien
the stub reaches the stable no-signal position, no position
signal v;ill be generated.* If the stub is displaced from this
position in either direction, a signal of the proper phase
to return the stub to the stable no-signal position wdll be
generated; thus the stub will seek and hold the stable no-
signal position.
It is now necessary to consider the unstable no-signal
positions. The position si-^nal will be zero when the stub is
at the position corresponding to either of the points b_ and b^»
.
However, the locus of the points b does not approach the point
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1 H- jO as the stub susceptance approaches the match value.
Therefore, these points are ambiguous no-si{^nal positions.
It remains to be seen v;hether they are stable no-signal po-
sitions. Now if p^ is greater than the value corresponding
to the point b, the position modulation will result in the
generation of the negative phase ^osition signal. But the
negative phase position signal v/ill drive the stub toward the
generator, av;ay from the position corresponding to the point
b_. If p3l is less than the value corresponding to the point
b^, the position modulation will result in the generation of
the positive phase position v/hich vail again drive the stub
away from the position corresponding to the point b_, ITius
the point b is seen to be an unstable no-signal position. If
the stub should happen to be at the position corresponding
to b, a slight displacement in either direction from that po-
sition v/ould result in the correct phase of position signal
to drive the stub to the stable no-signal position, /in ex-
amination of the curves of constant stub susceptance for
values of stub susceptance greater than the match value in-
dicates that the points b_» exhibit the same characteristics
as are exhibited by the points b_ , The locus of unstable no-
signal points is plotted in Figure 11,
It is nov/ possible to summarize the effects of position
modulation since these effects have been examined for various
values of stub susceptance and for various stub positions;
(a) For each value of stub susceptance there is a sta-
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ble no-signal position which the stub will seek and hold
if the position signals are properly applied in a servo
loop controllinc the position of the stub.
(b) For each value of stub susceptance there is an un-
stable no-signal position, but a slight displacement of
the stub from this position in either direction will re-
sult in the generation of a position signal of the pro-
per phase to drive the stub to the stable no-signal pos-
ition if the position signals are properly applied,
(c) The stable no-signal position which the stub will
seek and hold is not the natch position unless the stub
susceptance has the match value; but the stable no-sig-
nal position approaches the match position as the stub
susceptance approaches the match value.
In order to generalize the results of this (qualitative
analysis, the loci of stable and unstable no-signal positions
for several values of load reflection coefficient magnitude
are plotted in Figure 12,
The examinations of this section were based on the assump-
tion that the stub was limited to positive values of suscep-
tance, A similar analysis may be carried out based on the as-
sumption that the stub is limited to negative values of sus-
ceptance; such an analysis v/ould reveal the same characteris-
tics as are outlined above. The nfitch position v/ould not, of
course, be the same as for positive values of stub susceptance.




Some Loci of Stable No-Signal Total Input Admittances

nal.
The effect of the susceptance modulation is to cause the
total input admittance to vary alonf, a short arc of the circle
of constant conductance equal to the line conductance, about
a point corresponding to the value of F^. This is apparent
from equation 3-4
yt = yi-+- J^3» ^-^
where the instantaneous stub susceptance is given by equation
3-2:
bg r ^ + ^bcosiJ^t. 3-2
There are four cases to be considered:
(a) The stub position is such that the line susceptance
is negative,
(b) The stub position is such that the stub is at a
voltage maximum of the standing wave on the transmis-
sion line,
(c) The stub position is such that the line susceptance
is positive, and
(d) The stub position is such that the stub is at a
voltage minimum of the standing wave on the transmis-
sion line.
Consider first case (a) above, the stub position is such
that the line susceptance is negative; then the susceptance
modulation causes the total input admittance to vary along
a short arc of a circle of constant conductance equal to the
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line conductance in the left half of the admittance plane
,
when the value of F^ is less than the man;nitude of the line
susceptance. If the stub susceptance is increased, the re-
flection coefficient is decreased; if the stub susceptance is
decreased, the reflection coefficient is increased; thus the
susceptance modulation will result in an amplitude modulation
of the reflection coefficient at the modulation frequency
but exactly 180 decrees out of phase with the susceptance
modulation. This will be termed the negative phase susceptance
signal.
Now alonr the degenerate circle of zero susceptance on
the Smith Chart, the circles of constant conductance are tan-
gent to the circles of constant reflection coefficient mag-
nitude. If the stub susceptance is equal to the magnitude
of the line susceptance, the total input susceptance is zero;
then either an increase or a decrease in stub susceptance will
result in an increase in the reflection coefficient. The am-
plitude modulation of the reflection coefficient thus gener-
ated by the susceptance modulation will have a fundamental
frequency twice the nodulation frequency; this is true re-
gardless of the value of the line conductance. Thus the de-
generate circle of zero susceptance constitutes a locus of
values of total input admittance at which susceptance mod-
ulation will result in no amplitude modulation of the reflec-
tion coefficient at the modulation frequency. The value of
FJ which yields this condition will be termed the stable no-
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signal value; tjie fact that this is a stable no-si^^nal value
will be shovm below.
Now consider that the stub susceptance is greater than
the inagnitude of the line susceptance. The total input ad-
mittance is then in the right half of the admittance plane.
If the stub susceptance is increased, the reflection coef-
ficient will be increased; if the stub susceptance is de-
creased, the reflection coefficient v;ill be decreased. Thus
the susceptance modulation v/ill result in an amplitude modul-
ation of the reflection coefficient at the p.odulation freq.uen-
cy and in phase with the susceptance modulation. This will
be termed the positive phase susceptance si{j;nal.
Now if the positive phase susceptance signal is applied
to the susceptance servo loop in such a manner as to decrease
the value of FJ, the negative phase susceptance signal applied
in the same manner v/ill increase the value of FJ. The pos-
itive phase susceptance signal is generated when the value of
bT is greater than the stable no-signal value; the negative
phase susceptance signal is generated v;lien the value of F^ is
less than the stable no-signal value. Therefore, the appli-
cation of either phase of the susceptance signal v/ill cause
the value of F^ to change toward the stable no-signal value.
VvTien the value of FT reaches the stable no-signal value, no
susceptance signal will be generated. If the value of F^
increases or decreases, a signal of the proper phase to re-
turn the value of F^ to the stable no-signal value will be
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generated; thus the value of F7 will seek and hold the stable
s
no-signal value.
Now consider the second case above: The stub osition
is such that the stub is at a voltar-e naximum of the standing
wave on the transmission line. In t::is case the line sus-
ceptance is zero. If the stub susceptance is ^-reater than
zero, the total input admittance will be in the right half
of the admittance plane, and susceptance modulation will re-
sult in the generation of the positive phase susceptance sig-
nal. This signal, applied properly to the servo loop, will
reduce the value of F^ until the stable no-signal value is
reached; in this case until bT is zero, V.Tien FJ reaches
zero the signal becomes zero, and any change in the value of
FT v/ill result in the generation of a susceptance signal of
the proper phase to return F^ to zero.
Next consider the third case above: The stub position
is such that the line susceptance is positive. Since it has
been assumed that the stub susceptance is limited to positive
values, the total input admittance will always be in the rig^t
half of the admittance plane. If the stub susceptance is in-
creased, the reflection coefficient v.'ill be increased; if the
stub susceptance is decreased, the reflection coefficient will
be decreased. Thus, regardless of the magnitude of the line
susceptance or stub susceptance, the positive phase suscep-
tance signal will alv/ays be generated by trie susceptance mod-
ulation. This signal will cause the value of FT to be re-
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duced. VvTien the value of F^ reaches zero it vdll have at-
tained its minimum value; the stub susceptance cannot be-
come negative. But the total input admittance will still have
a positive component of susceptance, so that the positive
phase susceptance signal will continue to be generated. This
characteristic v;ill require that sor.e means be provided to
interrupt the signal when the value of ^ reaches zero, even .
though the match condition has not been reached. The stub
position, in this case, is such that the total input admit-
tance is in the wrong half of the admittance plane to achieve
a match. But it has been shovm in the discussion of posi-
tion modulation above that when the stub is in this adverse
region, the correct phase of the position signal to drive the
stub into the favorable region will be generated, V.Tien the
stub reaches a position such that the total input admittance
is in the left half plane; that is, the line susceptance is
negative, the correct susceptance signal will be generated
to drive the stub susceptance to the stable no-signal value.
The difficulty described in this paragraph is a result of
limiting the stub to positive values of susceptance.
Finally, consider the fourth case above: The stub posi-
tion is such that the stub is located at a voltage minimum
of the standing v/ave on the transmission line; that is, the
line susceptance is zero and the line conductance is greater
than one. This case is identical to the second case, v;here
the line susceptance was zero but the line conductance was
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less than one. In this case, if the value of F^ is greater
than zero, the positive phase susceptance si/^nal will be c^n-
erated and the stub susceptance will be reduced to zero, the
stable no-signal value.
It is nov/ possible to summarize the effects of the sus-
ceptance modulation since these effects have been examined
for various stub positions and for various values of ^, It
should be noted that the analysis contained in this section
has not been restricted to the example of the previous two
sections, but has been general,
(a) V/hen the stub position is such that the line sus-
ceptance is zero or negative, the correct phase of sus-
ceptance to drive the stub susceptance to the stable
no-signal value will be generated, regardless of the
exact position of the stub,
(b) V/hen the stub position is such that the line sus-
ceptance is positive, the susceptance signal generated
will drive the stub susceptance to zero initially. When
the stub has been driven into the region such that the
line susceptance is negative, the stub susceptance will
be driven to the stable no-signal value,
(c) The amplitude of the susceptance signal is not pro-
portional to the value of stub susceptance as the position
signal was, although the amplitude is related to the stub
susceptance in a minor v;ay,
(d) The amplitude of the susceptance signal is a func-
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tion of the value of line conductance, and thus is a
function of the stub position,
&• Position and susceptance signals - conclusion.
The qualitative analysis of the previous sections has
considered the effects of the position and susceptance mod-
ulations independently. It is apparent from what has been
shovm of the characteristics of the modulations that they are
not independent, and that some investigation of their inter-
dependence should be made. This investigation v/ill be made
at the conclusion of the mathematical analysis of the next
chapter.
Furthermore, nothing has been said about the amplitudes
of the tv/o modulations, although they have been assumed to
be small. The limiting amplitudes for proper operation will
be determined in the next section on the basis of the Smith
Chart presentation, and in Chapter IV on the basis of the
mathematical analysis of that chapter. The maximum req.uired
value of stub susceptance will also be determined in the next
section after setting some design values,
7, Design criteria and resulting values of parameters.
In order to determine the amplitudes of the two modula-
tions, and the maximum req.uired value of stub susceptance,
it is necessary to establish some design criteria, llie de-
sirable characteristics of the automatic matching system




(a) ir^rovide a very low "^SVu? oven when the load reflec-
tion coefficient is moderately high, say 0.60, corres-
pondin,--: to a load V3^'v*R of 4.0,
It will be assumed that the maxirauin load YS"'^ which the auto-
matic system will be required to raatch is 4.0 (Kl s 0.60),
It v;ill further be assumed that the system is required to
have a maximum VS'.'R presented to the generator of 1.05 when
the stub position and susceptance have reached the match posi-
tion and match value respectively. This value of YSVJTl cor-
responds approximately to a magnitude of reflection coefficient
of 0.025.
At the matched condition, the average value of the re-
flection coefficient is determined by the amplitudes of the
two modulations. The effect of the two modulations, since
they are 90 degrees out of phase, will be to cause the total
input admittance to follow a closed path in the admittance
plane. At the matched condition, this path will be very near-
ly circular if the modulations have appropriately chosen am-
plitudes; the center of the path will be the point 1 -v- jO on
the admittance plane. If the maximum allov/able value of the
reflection coefficient at the matched condition is 0.025, then
this closed path must be contained within the circle of con-
stant reflection coefficient ma^-nitude eq^ual to 0,025. This
circle of constant reflection coefficient magnitude is shovm
in the Smith Chart of Figure 13, and the construction of Fig-




The Determlnetlon of the IZodulatlon Anplltudee
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modulations for a load reflection coefficient macnitude of
0,60, the desir;n maximum. These amplitudes are:
^p5l = 0.003A, and 3-5
/ib = L/,05, 3-6
FiGure 13 also shows that the amplitude modulation of the
reflection coefficient due to the position modulation is
proportional to the magnitude of the load reflection coef-
ficient. To illustrate this point, the required position
modulation amplitude to yield an avera^^e reflection coef-
ficient of 0.0E5 when the load reflection coefficient mag-
nitude is 0.30 is determined to be 0,007/V. The construction
is shown in Figure 13.
Also from Figure 13, the maximum required value of stub
susceptance to match a load VS\'/R of 4.0 may be determined
from the nagnitude of the line susceptance when the stub is
at the match position. This maximum required value of stub
susceptance is 1.50 normalized units.
8. Conclusion.
The characteristics of the tv/o modulations have been
determined in a qualitative manner and are summarized on pages
43, 44, 51, and 52.
It should be noted here that the amplitude of the re-
flected v/ave is also directly proportional to the amplitude
of the incident v;ave. Thus the amplitude modulation of the
reflected v/ave is directly proportional to the amplitude of
the incident wave and the amplitude modulation of the re-
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flection coefficient. Therefore, as the amplitude of the in-
cident wave is increased, the amplitude modulation of the
reflection coefficient may be decreased proportionately. Thus
the req.uired nodulation amplitudes are inversely proportional
to the amplitude of the incident wave; so that in a high power
system the YS\'IR at the matched condition may be so small as
to be immeasurable even though the modulation amplitudes are
large enough to provide adequate signals. Conversely, in a
low power system the YSYTR at the matched condition may be
larger than the value, 1.05, specified above, v^.en the mod-
ulation amplitudes are adjusted to provide adequate signals.
These characteristics result from the fact tliat approximately
equal signal amplitudes will be required regardless of the
amplitude of the incident wave.
The characteristics of the signals generated by the two
modulations are briefly summarized below:
Position signals: For each magnitude of load reflection
coefficient there is a locus of stable no-signal positions of
the stub. Each of these stable positions corresponds to a
value of stub susceptance. As the stub susceptance approaches
the match value, the stable no-signal position approaches the
match position. For each magnitude of load reflection coef-
ficient there is a locus of ambiguous, unstable, no-signal
positions. Each of these unstable positions corresponds to
a value of stub susceptance. A slight displacement of the
stub from one of these unstable positions will result in the
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generation of the correct signal to drive the stub toward
the match position. The amplitude of the positioning signal
is proportional to the value of the stub susceptance and is
inversely proportional to the magnitude of the load reflec-
tion coefficient,
Susceptance signals: The locus of stable no-signal
values of total input admittance is the circle of zero total
input susceptance. There are no unstable no-signal values
of stub susceptance. The amplitude of the susceptance sig-
nal is related to the position of the stub, and is a maximum
when the stub is at such a position that the phase anrle of
the total reflection coefficient is approximately 90 degrees.
This corresponds fairly well with the loci of stable no-sig-
nal values of total input admittance for position modulation,
so that when the stub reaches the stable no-signal position
the susceptance signal will have approximately its maximum
amplitude.
General: It is to be noted that the position which the
stub seeks is not the position of match unless the stub sus-
ceptance has the match value; and that the value of suscep-
tance v/hich the stub seeks is not the match value unless the
stub is at the match position. This is an indication of the
interdependence of stub susceptance and stub position which
was mentioned in Chapter II in the discussion of the n^inual
adjustment of the single stub tuner by observation of the




ANALYSIS OF Tl-rS POSITION AOT) Sl^SCnilT/LNCE •QDULATIONS
!• Introduction.
Before proceeding v/ith the analysis of the modulations
,
an analysis of the single stub tuner v/ill be made to deter-
mine analytically the stub susceptance and position for a
match in terms of the complex reflection coefficient of the
load. Normalized admittances v/ill be used throughout these
analyses.
The single stub tuner and associated transmission line
may be represented schematically as shovm in Figure 14. For
ease of analysis, the origin, a, is taken at the position of
a voltage minimum, since at this point the reflection coef-
ficient is real, that is,






Schematic representation of the single stub tuner
and associated transmission line.
The complex load reflection coefficient is given in
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terms of the load admittance by
and the load admittance is given in terms of the complex load
reflection coefficient by
4-3
At the oricin, the transformed comiJlex load reflection coef-
ficient is
so that the electrical distance from the load to the position
of a voltage minimum is given by
Any integral number of half v/avelengths may be added to this
value of pi, since the voltage standing wave has minima
every half v;avelength along the transmission line. In equa-
tion 4-5, (/^ is the phase angle of the complex load reflec-
tion coefficient. It is apparent that the distance /3J!, is
determined only by the load admittance, y-r.
The analysis of the single stub tuner will include the
determination of the load to stub separation, ^, and the
stub susceptance, bg, in terras of the load reflection coef-
ficient; and deteriPiinat ion of the variation of the reflec-
tion coefficient at the stub position due to the modulations
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Imposed on the system. In making this determination, it will
be assumed that the* two modulations are independent, and they
will be considered separately. After determining the effects
of the modulations, the cross-talk between the two signals
will be examined,
2, The conditions for a match at the stub position.
The admittance of the line at the origin is given by
_
J- '^°-
Since kT" m -Kt » this becomes
1 > <^"" ~ Sex












It is assumed that the stub is also lossless, so that the
stub admittance is given by
y =0 ^j bj . 4-11
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Then the total input admittance at the arbitrary stub pos-
sitlon becomes
The conditions for a match at the stub position are:
(a) 3t = i > ^-1^
(b) b^ = O . 4-14





^ = ± ^^^^^^ ^- . 4-16
From equations 4-12 and 4-14,
Substituting from eq.uation 4-16 and using the relationships
Cos 2e- = Ki.
Sin2e = ±Vl-K^'
eq.uation 4-17 yields
L= t /*^" . 4-18
Equation 4-16 has tv/o solutions for each magnitude of K-r
,
corresponding to the two intersections of the circle of unity
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conductance on the admittance plane with the circle of con-
stant K equal to K^, One of these intersections is in the
positive susceptance half plane and the other in the negative
susceptance half plane. Since it has been assumed that the
stub susceptance can take only positive values the solution
of interest is that associated with the negative susceptance
half plane and therefore the positive solution of equation
4-16 is the desired value of "^, This gives positive values
of stub susceptance from equation 4-18.
The conditional values of stub position, pj) , measured
from the load toward the generator, and stub susceptance have
now been determined. They are:
^i = -|^
I
a re cos K^
-f- TT + M)J 4-19
b^ - r^\ . 4.E0
3, The reflection coefficient at the stub position.
It will be assumed that a square law detector will be
used in the automatic matching system. Thus the detector
output, which constitutes the signal for the servo amplifier,
will be proportional to the square of the magnitude of the
reflected wave, which is in turn proportional to the square
of the magnitude of the reflection coefficient at the stub
position. Therefore, this quantity will be determined prior
to investigating the effects of the modulations.
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Two components of modulation are to be introduced into this
expression. These are
(a) b^ = bj^ + AbcostjO^-t: 3-2
and (b) p3l = ^ + Af>Sj 5in u)^t - 3-1
But since Si is eq.ual to -^ to within an additive constant,
the position modulation may be taken as imposed on the elec-
trical distance "^, so that
4-30
where -Q- is the instantaneous electrical distance from a volt«
age minimum to the stub position, -6" is the average distance
from the same voltage minimum to the stub position, and £rB-
is the amplitude of position modulation*
4, Analysis of the susceptance modulation*
In order to analyze the effects of the stub susceptance
modulation given by eq.uation 3-2, it is necessary to substi-
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tute equation 3-2 Into equation 4-29. Rewriting equation 4-29




Substituting equation 3-2 and evaluating the numerator of
the resulting expression,
N'= AKl-A-K^i_['h^-t^^<zoS{Mj:) sin Z-B-
-f (E"^ H- i^bcosOOryvt)^ (l -^ \c[ ~ ZKcCosie) 4-33
-I- bj + 2B;^bcoiWr^t+(^b)WuJ^tJ(i4Ku-2l<uCos2e) 4-34
^^^fcos^u}^t i\^tl -ikij. cosie) 4-35
+ ^k [2 B"j (1^ k:^ - iK^cosie) - 4 fc^i. si'n i©] cos uj^^t




/V' =» 4-K^ 4 No ^-^// COS uOrv^t +Ai(cos2u;^t ; 4-37











First examine eq.uation 4-40 at the match conditions. To do
this substitute ecLuations 4-19 and 4-20 in eq^uations 4-41
through 4-43, obtaining for N<J


















From this expression it is apparent that at the natch
conditions there is no signal component at the fundamental
modulation freq.uency. The average value of K^^ is very small,
approximately ^-^^ • There is a signal at double the modu-
lation freq.uency which also has an amplitude of approximately
: ^ • It should be noted that the average value of Kt is in-
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dependent of the variable parameters of the system; -O-, FT,
s
and Kt .
From equation 4-50 the maximum value of At), based on the
maximum permissible peak value of Kt» can be determined. It
2
is assumed that the peak value of Kt is to be that value
corresponding to a VS\'/R of 1,05,
Then
I. or- I o.oi" .
Kw. - = -^
—
;—= O.OZS' 4«51
If Ab is small compared to one.
4-53
or
r^b = 0.05". 4-54
This then is the maximum permissible value of susceptance
modulation amplitude corresponding to a maximum permissible
VS\'/R of 1.05 at match. Note that this is the same as the
value determined in section 7 of Chapter III.
The next step in the analysis is to examine the effect
of the susceptance modulation at conditions other than matched.











This term has its minirauin value at match, as determined by
eq.uation 4-50; and its maximiim value is very nearly Kt
,
occuring v/hen the average value of stub susceptance is zero.
Examining eq.uation 4-56 the following facts become evident:
(a) The magnitude increases as K, increases.
(b) The magnitude decreases as F^ increases up to the
match value of stub susceptance; beyond this value,
the magnitude again increases; provided E-G-is not
equal to zero degrees or 180 degrees.
(c) There is a value of 2-9- at which the expression be-
comes zero (disregarding the component due to ^V>/")
if ^ has the match value. This value is not ap-
parent from an inspection of the equation; it is
of course the value of 2-9- given by equation 4-19.
In equation 4-56, the time varying components of the denom-
inator of equation 4-40 have been disregarded because they
do not affect the non-time varying component of the square of
the reflection coefficient.
Now examine the time varying component of equation 4-40
which is at the fundamental modulation frequency:
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2. N, COSU0ry^t ^/,
K^ = ; = COSUj^t 4-57
n
The numerator and denominator of this expression are:
N," = /^k[2l5;(l4Kj-2K^coUe)~4K^sm le] 4-58
4AbFLg'5(lVl<J-Zv<j.coiZe)~4KLS»n2e]cos £0,y,t
^ 4.59
Dividing these expressions by the q.uantity 2(|+ Kj'-Iliii^coslB)
they become
4-60
And substituting from eq.uation 4-15, the numerator and de-
nominator of 4-57 become,
N" = £ib[fe; + bjj] 4-62
So that the fundamental freq.uency time varying component of
the sq.uare of the reflection coefficient becomes,
K^ = -. ^:-^^ 4-64
•I
I ^ Ki-IKe.osie -^s*°il-^i[b";^^^^']^-^b[E'^+b^] co^uJ^t
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This expression is zero whenever the term (bj + ^i^j is zero;
that is, v/henever the stub susceptance is equal to the mag-
nitude of the line susceptance so that the total input sus-
ceptance is zero. The expression is nerative when the stub
susceptance is greater than the raacnitude of the line sus-
ceptance, and is positive when the stub susceptance is less
than the magnitude of the line susceptance; thus, a change
of sign takes place whenever the expression passes through
zero, and this constitutes a phase reversal that x^rovides
the directional sense. As was noted in Chapter III, the
fundamental freq.uency time varying component is zero when-
ever the total input susceptance is zero, regardless of the
position of the stub. The magnitude of this term is very
nearly directly proportional to the amplitude of susceptance
modulation, and also very nearly directly proportional to
the value of the total input susceptance of the system,
so that the amplitude of the signal decreases as the stub
susceptance approaches the magnitude of the line susceptance.
The second harmonic time varying component of the square
of the total reflection coefficient is given by
,.1 N, cos 2uj»^"t
K^ = ; -^ ; 4-55
^ <^4 No -I- Njcoauj^t -h/S/[cos2oOA*t
where
^/ ^
-^(1+ C -2.K:,cos2^) , 4-65
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It is apparent that the amplitude of this term is alv/ays
small, and is small compared to the amplitude of the funda-
mental component except when the total input susceptance is
»
at, or very nearly at, zero. The second harmonic component
is present at the match condition as was shovm previously, and
is the only time varying component present whenever the total
input susceptance becomes zero.
5, Analysis of the position modulation.
The analysis of the effect of position modulation on the
signal will proceed in the same manner as the susceptance
modulation, Revnriting eq.uations 4-29 and 4-30
K^=i _ __ 4«29
O =- -^ -t- ^"B SiOUJ^t. 4-30
Rearranging the numerator of eq.uation 3-29 to a form more
suitable for the substitution of eciuation 3-30
^ = 4K^ + fe^(KVCi-l<i.cOS>ie') -4k:i.b^S/'oie' 4-66
= -4K^+ bj ^<^bj -lKLt^(b5Co«.l-6-i-2iiKi le) 4-67
= 4KS^(UVi;;:)-2l<uK''cosie -4Keb^3inI-& 4-68
= A «- BcQs2e -+ C s.'r^2e . 4-69
And substituting from equation 3-30
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+ C s"m2.(e -^<:^6 s«n tO»v^t) 4.70
= ^^ ^^cos^©cos(^aeslr^uJrv^t^-5lnZ^sl>l{^^5/okVMt)]
-j^Bsiiole
-Ccoslej^/'n fe^^ sin o^^t) , 4-72
Approximating:
(:o%(^^B^^t^^^X)^ 1^ ZUef sm^6^)^t
,
4-73
sin (laO sinuj»vxt^ ^ Z^-B Sin uJ^t, 4-74
These approximations are well founded if ^-^ is small; that
/\0- must be small is apparent from the explanation of Chapter
III, and v;ill be shown analytically below, S\ibstitutin£^ from
equations 4-73 and 4-74
N- A -*- [6 cos 19 -K e ^in I©] [l - lCne)^5/n^uJW^t]
— j6s^r^^6
-C cosZgI 2^0 5/VitO»v^t 4.75
^ -^ z
— Zci,^[5s«n 1© - Ccos ^Sj S»n U)yy,t 4-76
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4 {^sef[Zco^ IB -{- C^in2^)cos2uj^>t 4-77
— No -i- N', S/'nCOrnt f- /Si^COS 2uJ^t , 4-78
where
<







fy[ = (A0t(-l4b^co^'la-4V:uk)s^"iZ0) 4-84
=
-2U^f Ku^sCb^cosl©-^ -Zs'.nZo) . 4-85
Similarly,
^' ^<:Ll% (ae)'"(to5cos2e -^ "2<j/n2^) , 4.86












pQ + N, ^intAJ^^t t N^ COS 2uJrnt .
This is the complete expression showing the effect of the
position modulation. First examine equation 4-89 at match.
To do this, substitute equations 4-19 and 4-20 in equations
4-01, 4-83, 4-85 and 4-86, obtaining for NJ
and for NJ[
• ^ 1^. / T.K. I T .\ _ 4-92
















^i +i»^L (^ef- Ci fcosZuj^t)
4-97
From the non-time varying- component, the maximum permissible




It is apparent from this expression that for a specified
value of the sq.uare of the total reflection coefficient the
maximum permissible amplitude of position modulation is in-
versely dependent on the magnitude of the load reflection
coefficient. Or, in a different manner of speaking, the
non-time varying component is directly proportional to the
square of the position modulation amplitude, and is very
nearly directly proportional to the square of the load re-
flection coefficient. Thus if a maximum permissible value
of position modulation amplitude is to be specified, the
magnitude of the load reflection coefficient must also be
specified; a value of load VSWR of 4,0 is a reasonable
maximum value to choose, since it is probably greater than
would normally be encountered in a transmission system. This
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corresponds to a value of 0,6 for the nagnitude of the load
reflection coefficient. Again specifying the maximum per-
missible value of total reflection coefficient as 0,025 as
was done in the case of the susceptance modulation, then
(<:?.0ZJ) = ^= ^ , 4-99
and if 2^6 is small, then 0.72 C^lB) is very small compared
with 0,64, so that an approximation may be made, and
(O.OI5) = , 4-100
[c^^f ^ .2:!iL,(o.ozr)'' 4-101
^ o.nz
"/hile this value of position modulation amplitude will pro-
vide a very small YS\'>/R for large values of load VS'v'/R, the
fundamental freq.uency component will be shown to be pro-
portional to the value of position modulation amplitude, and
a larger value of position modulation amplitude may be re-
q.uired in practice in order to provide an adeq.uate signal
when the load VSV.'R is small.
From equation 4-97 it is apparent that at match there
is no component at the fundamental modulation frequency. The
average value of the reflection coefficient is very small and
is given approximately by
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There is a signal at double the fundamental modulation frequen-
cy with approximately the same magnitude as the non-time vary-
ing component • Unlike the match condition with respect to sus-
oeptance modulation, K^^, is not independent of all the para-
meters of the system with respect to the position modulation,
but depends on the magnitude of the load reflection coefficient
as well as on the amplitude of position modulation.
The next step in the analysis is to examine the effect of
the position modulation at conditions other than matched. First






and from equations 4-80 and 4-86,
|^^= 4.105
This term has its minimum value at match, as determined by
equation 4-103; and its maximum value is K^, occur ing when
the stub susceptance is zero. The following effects are also
«
evident:
(a) The magnitude increases as K^ increases*
(b) Depending on the value of i© , the magnitude may
either decrease or increase as the stub suscep-
tance incre^es,
(c) There is a value of 2^ at which the expression
becomes zero when the stub susceptance has the
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match value» VJhile it is not apparent from an inspection
of equation 4-105, this value of 2^ is that given by-
equation 4-16,
In equation 4-105 the time varying components of the denom-
inator of equation 4-89 have been disregarded because they
do not affect the non-time varying component of the square
of the reflection coefficient.
Now examine the fundamental modulation freiquency com-








This term is zero whenever the term
by5io2e - 2a)s le 4-108
is zero; setting this term equal to zero and solving yields
tan 1€> =
-^ . 4.109
By substituting from equations 4-16 and 4-20, it is seen
that 4-109 is satisfied at the match condition.
_* =
^ 4-10
Furthermore, equation 4-109 can be used to determine the
loci of total input admittance which yield no positioning
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si{^nal; in fact, equation 4-109 was used to compute the loci
of Figure 12, page 45, of Chapter III. Equation 4-109
determines the values of 2^ which the stub seeks and vd.ll
hold, in terms of the average value of bg, and as pointed
out in Chapter II, the stub will not seek and hold the match
position until the stub susceptance reaches the match value.
It should be noted from equation 4-107 that the positioning
signal is directly proportional to the amplitude of position
modulation and to the magnitude of the load reflection coef-
ficient, and is proportional to the value of b , the stub
susceptance. The proportionality simultaneously to K^^ and
position modulation amplitude was previously mentioned in
connection with the average magnitude of the reflection
coefficient at match; and it is now seen that for small
values of load VSV^'R a larger value of position amplitude
modulation will be required than for large values of load
VS^.'/R. Thus if a relatively large value of position modula-
tion amplitude is provided, large load VSWRs will result in
a relatively large average reflection coefficient at match;
while if a relatively small value of position modulation
amplitude is provided, insufficient signal may be available
when the load VS'A'R is lov;. This means that in a practical
system, the amplitude of position m.odulation must be deter-
mined by the values of load YS'TR expected.




T. Nt_ cos ZuOw%"t
Kti = —; ; ; ^-m
- z iC^ b, (^e )^( V)iCoA ^9 4 2 <; < n 2 5 ) COS 2aj^±
4-112
This term, like the double frequency susceptance modulation
term is very small, and is small compared to the fundamental
frequency except when the stub is at or very near the stable
no-signal position; that is, when 2© is at or very near the
value determined by equation 4-109, Like the fundamental posi-
tion modulation term it is proportional to the ma^^nitude of the
load reflection coefficient and nearly proportional to the
stub susceptance. Equation 4-112 indicates that there is a
position at which the double frequency term becomes zero; this
is the result of the approximation and is not necessarily true.
As a final note it should be mentioned that the approxi-
mations made in the solution of position modulation led to
the discarding of higher order harmonic components which are
actually present but have extremely small amplitude,
6. Cross-talk between the two signals,
(a) Cross-talk in the susceptance signal from posi-
tion modulation. This type of cross-talk may be investigated
by examining the expression for the fundamental frequency
time varying component of the square of the reflection coef-
ficient due to susceptance modulation, equation 4-64:
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^ Au {\?^ { \oQ ) cos <jJ rn"t
•<t.= —
^—^—
The principle source of cross-talk in this expression is con-
tained in the numerator in the value of the line susceptance,
since the value of the line susceptance is nodulated by the
position modulation. The line susceptance is given by equa-
tion 4-17
4-17
Substituting equation 4-30 into eq.uation 4-17, the line sus-
ceptance becomes
b.=
-ZlC^ Sin ZC-G + ^^ smcOrv^t)
4-113
And thus the numerator of equation 4-64 becomes
N/^ =. ^:^b b;- COSU),v.t 4-114
It is apparent from this expression that the position mod-
ulation cannot introduce any cross-talk into the susceptance
signal other than second order effects. These effects will
be negligably small except when the stub susceptance is equal
to the magnitude of the line susceptance; even then the cross-
8E

talk will be 90 degrees out of phase with the susceptanoe sig-
nal,
(b) Cross-talk in the position signal from susceptanoe
modulation. This type of cross-talk may be investigated by
exaraining the expression for the fundamental freq.uency time
varying component of the sq.uare of the reflection coefficient
due to position modulation, eq.uation 4-107:
Ktj— _ 4-107
IX^-^ 4c.©Kcbi(b^smI9-lcosie')s.»nu3mt
The principle source of cross-talk in this expression is con-
tained in the numerator in the instantaneous value of stub
susceptanoe, bg. The instantaneous value of stub susceptanoe
is given by equation 3-2:




And again it is apparent that the cross-talk will have only
second order effects.
Since the proposed system includes filters to reject
harmonic components of the signals it is unnecessary to ex-




The mathematical analysis of this chapter has led to
expressions for the t\TO positioning- sicinals which verify
the results of the intuitive investigation of Chapter II and
the qualitative analysis of Chapter III, Only the relative
ma^^nitudes of the signals have been discussed, since the
absolute magnitudes v;ill depend on the pov;er level at v;hich
the transmission system is operating. Thus, each different
pov/er level v;ill require different amplitudes of modulation
to develop signals of sufficient amplitude to drive the servo
amplifiers. It is apparent that practically speaking, the
most satisfactory method of determining the amplitudes of
modulation in any given system will be an experimental method.
Ultimately
,
the minimum amplitudes of modulation v/ill be de-
termined, in a given system operating at a given power level,
by the noise level and gain of the arnplifier. Thus in any
case, the am:^lifier should have the lov/est possible noise
level and a gain sufficient to drive the servo motors with





THE SUSCEPTANCE PROBE TUNER
!• Introduction,
The Susceptance Probe Tuner is an automatic impedance
matching device designed to operate in a waveguide trans-
mission system in the frequency band 8200 to 9500 megacycles
per second. This tuner was proposed by Walters [l4J , and
initial investigations were made by Red [ll] • The single
movable shunt susceptance is in the form of a capaoitive
probe which is inserted into the waveguide at the center
of a broad face. In order to adjust the magnitude of the
susceptance, the depth of penetration is variable and con-
trolled by a servo loop. The position of the probe is var-
iable through a distance of one half wavelength along the
waveguide and is controlled by a servo loop, Susceptance
modulation is achieved by means of a small auxiliary probe,
placed at the same position as the susceptance probe, in
the opposite face of the waveguide. Position modulation
is achieved by varying the electrical separation of the
load and the susceptance probe by means of a small dielect-
ric card phase shifter. The reflected wave is detected by
means of a directional coupler and crystal detector. Each
servo loop consists of a preamplifier, filter networks,
phase sensitive rectifiers, power amplifier, drive motor,
and drive mechanism. The modulation drive system consists
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of a drive motor and raechanisri, both .^.odulations being driven
by the same motor. The modulation drive motor also drives
a tv/o phase spin f^enerator* at the .^nodulation freq.uency to
supply the reference phases for the phase sensitive recti-
fiers. Figure 15 is a block diagram of the Susceptance Probe
Tuner, and Figure 16 is a photograph of fie system. The
directional coupler, crystal mount, and system termination
are not shown in the photograph.
2. Characteristics of the susceptance probe.
Ideally, the capacitive susceptance probe utilized in
this system is capable of presenting all values of positive
susceptance from zero at zero insertion into the vraveguide
to infinity at an insertion of one q.uarter wavelength, and
presents zero conductance at all depths of penetration. In
the case of the screw type susceptance probe frequently used
to reduce the VS^,"/R in a waveguide transmission system, this
ideal performance can be very nearly attained by using a
material v;ith low surface resistivity and using the threads
on the screv; to insure a good electrical path betv;een the
screw and the w-veguide. In the Susceptance Probe l\iner,
the req^uirement that the probe be capable of moving along the
waveguide complicates the provision of a low impedance path
betv;een the probe and the v/aveguide; it is necessary to use
a system of choke joint and quarter wavelength coaxial line
to provide this low impedance path. This system of course
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joint is properly desif,necl for wide bandv;idth the limitation
need not be severe. The characteristics of the probe and
mount used in the Susceptance Probe Tuner are shown in Fig-
ure 17, and it is to be noted that the probe exhibits only
a very small conductance corr.ponent even at depths of pene-
tration approaching a quarter wavelength. This low conduc-
tance component is indicative of low loss, one of the desir-
able characteristics outlined in Chapter I,
Figure 18 is a drawing of the probe mount incorporating
the choke joint and q.uarter wavelength coaxial line. The co-
axial line formed by the probe and choke joint body has a
very low characteristic impedance due to the large radius
ratio. Since the coaxial line is approximately open circuit-
ed at its outer end and is approximately one q.uarter wavelength
long in the operating frequency band, the impedance seen at
the inner end is very lov;. The choke joint then provides a
low impedance path from the inner end of the coaxial line
to the v;aveguide surface; thus resulting in a low impedance
path from probe to wave,^ide. The effectiveness of this
mount is well illustrated by the nearly ideal performance of
the probe shovm in Figure 17. The klystron used to deter-
mine these characteristics had a lower frequency limit of
8200 megacycles per second, and operation of the probe was
satisfactory at this lov/er limit. The probe had an upper
frequency limit of 9400 megacycles per second. Time did not
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satisfactory operation, although it is felt that this v;ould
be q.uite easily done. The present upper frequency limit is
undoubtedly due to the frequency sensitive nature of the
probe mounts
3, Susceptance modulation.
The susceptance modulation probe is a small auxiliary
probe penetrating a short distance into the waveguide direct
ly opposite the susceptance probe. In this position, the sus-
ceptance of the modulation probe is effectively in parallel
with the susceptance of the susceptance "orobe in the manner
proposed in Chapter HI , section 2, page 32, The modulation
probe is supported by the same carriage as the susceptance
so that they move longitudinally along the v.'avegulde together.
The depth of penetration of the nodulation probe is varied
over a small amplitude about the mean penetration by the mod-
ulation drive motor and mechanism. In terms of equation 3-2
then,
bg s ^ -^ £ibcos£J^t, 3-2
bg is the instantaneous sum of the susceptance of the suscep-
tance probe and the susceptance of the modulation probe; F^
is the sum of the susceptance of the susceptance probe and
the average value of susceptance of the modulation probe; and
Ab is the amplitude of variation of modulation probe suscep-
tance. If the susceptance probe has zero penetration into the
waveguide, the average value of modulation probe susceptance
provides the small susceptance value required at all times
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for proper position sir;nal generation. (See Chapter III,
section 4, page 37). In testing the system it was found that
satisfactory susceptance signals were developed with the aver-
age value of modulation probe susceptance set at 0.05 and the
amplitude of susceptance modulation set at 0.03. This aver-
age value of susceptance also provided satisfactory position
signals v/ith susceptance probe susceptance at zero. It is
to be noted that the susceptance modulation amplitude is less
than the maximum permissible values of section 7, Chapter III,
page 55, and section 4, Chapter lY, page 68.
4. Position modulation.
To provide position modulation, a dielectric card phase
shifter is employed. A thin card of low loss dielectric
material (Melamine or ITycalex) penetrates a short distance
into the waveguide through the same slot as is used to per-
mit the entry of the susceptance modulation probe. The pene-
tration of the dielectric card is varied with a small ampli-
tude about the average penetration, thus modulating the elec-
trical separation of the load and susceptance probe by mod-
ulating the physical length of one wavelength in the v/ave-
guide by the expedient of varying the average dielectric con-
stant of the propagating medium. The motion of the dielectric
card is mechanically 90 degrees out of phase v/ith the motion
of the susceptance modulation probe, thus providing the means
of separating the two modulation components through the use
of phase sensitive rectifiers in the servo loops. The config-
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uration and characteristics of the dielectric card are shovm
in Figure 19, In testing the system it w^s found that the
range of phase shift in which the VSWR of the dielectric card
is less than 1.03 is considerably more than is required to
develop an adeciuate positioning signal, even with values of
load VSV,^ in the vicinity of 1.10, As finally adjusted, the
average penetration into the v;aveguide is about 0.065 inches,
and the amplitude of mechanical notion is about 0.035 inches,
providing an amplitude of position modulation of about 1.5
electrical degrees. It is to be noted that this value is ap-
proximately the same as the maximum permissible value for a
load VS\^/R of 4,0, as determined in section 5, Chapter IV» -
page 77.
5. The modulation drive system.
Figure 20 is a drawing of the modulation drive system.
A single Kearfott r!ark.i4. Mod. 0, servo motor is used to
drive the modulating m.echanism and a Kearfott two phase spin
generator. The drive mechanismis for the two modulating de-
vices, the susceptance modulation probe and the dielectric
card, are identical except in the amplitude of mechanical
motion which they provide, and consist of an eccentric driving
a lever arm v-hich in turn drives a pinion gear through a small
arc. The pinion gear drives a rack mounted on the modulation
device support. Phasing is accomrdished by separating the
two eccentrics 90 degrees mechanically. The mechanical motion
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precisely sinusoidal but is completely satisfactory, and the
arrangement has the advantage of easy amplitude adjustment
by chancing the length of the lever arm. This mechanical
arrangement yielded a modulation frequency in the range 15
to 50 cycles per second, the particular value being determined
by the voltage supplied to the control phase of the servo
motor. In testing the system the modulation freq.uency v/as
finally set to ZO cycles per second, this value being a com-
promise between smooth mechanical operation and good v/ave-
form from the spin generator,
6, The servo amplifier.
The principle special req.uirement on the amplifier is
high sensitivity; this in turn req.uires a low noise level.
Since it is necessary to amplify only the modulation freq.uency,
the bandwidth of the amplifier was restricted by the use of
a low pass filter and a parallel Tee filter, A 400 cycles
per second povrer supply v/as used in order to eliminate the
hum problem, which might have been q.uite difficult to solve
had a 60 cycles per second pov;er supply been used simul-
taneously with a 50 cycles per second modulation freq.uency.
The overall gain of the voltage amplification stages is 84 db,
plus or minus 1 db in the range 15 to 50 cycles per second.
The noise level is approximately 48 db below a one millivolt
input. Figure 21 is a block diagram of the am.plifier. Figures
22a, 22b, and 22c are the schematic wiring diagram of the
amplifier, and Figure 23 is the gain of the amplifier as a
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function of frequency. The amplifier is pictured in Figure
16.
7. The positioninf drive system.
The positioning drive system consists of a !:ark 14, !'od
Kearfott servo motor and reduction rear train which drives
the carriage along the waveguide by means of a rack and pinion
drive on each side of the carriage. The positioning drive
motor and gear box are pictured in Figure 16.
8. The susceptance drive system.
The susceptance drive system consists of a !:arlc 14, I'od
Kearfott servo motor and single reduction gear which rotates
the susceptance probe shaft. This shaft is threaded at its
upper end, and change of penetration is accomplished by means
of a threaded collar in which the upper end of the shaft rides.
The susceptance drive system is pictured in Figure 15,
9. Performance.
The Susceptance Probe Tuner automatically reduces values
of load VSY/R of 4.0 or less to less than 1.10 over the fre-
quency band 8200 to 9400 megacycles per second. A matched
load presented to the tuner results in the production of a
VSWR of about 1.10, due to the mean value of susceptance of
the susceptance modulation probe. The tuner has not been
tested at frequencies lower than the above band. The upper
limit of the frequency band of operation is due to frequency
sensitivity in the susceptance probe mount.
The Susceptance Probe Tuner has not been completely
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tested at this writing. Response times have not been deter-
mined, and so it is not known whether the tuner is capable
of following cyclic variations of load such as are introduced
by slowly rotating cmtennae of search radar. Some information
relative to the effects of changes in the power level of the
incident v^'ave is also needed.
The Susceptance i-'robe Tuner has been operated using a
pulsed klystron as power source. The duty cycle v/as not
typical of radar applications, but pulse repetition rates
from 400 to 1000 cycles per second resulted in normal operation
of the tuner.
10. Conclusion,
In its present state, the Susceptance Probe Tuner shov;s
a great deal of promise for use in the laboratory as an auto-
matic matching transformer, and possibly for extension to use
as an automatic admittance plotter; and in higher power appli-
cations as an automatic matching transformer. The present form
of the tijiner limits its power range due to the voltage break-
down characteristics of a metal probe inserted into the v/ave-
guide parallel to the E fields. However, a different form
of susceptance device, possibly an E-plane or H-plane shunt
arm with short circuit termination could eliminate this dif-
ficulty.
The operation of the Susceptance Probe Tuner is con-
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